Engaging Pre-Clerkship and Clerkship Students as Medical Scribes in the Emergency Department
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ABSTRACT
The Emergency Department (ED) is a highly stressful and fast-paced environment in which doctors are challenged to efficiently adapt and recall knowledge to make safe patient-care decisions. This commentary discusses the benefits of exclusively hiring pre-clerkship and clerkship medical students as medical scribes in the emergency department. A total of twenty-eight (28) articles and studies are explored and used to reflect upon the benefits of scribing implementation in medical education. These include, but are not limited to, increasing medical student exposure to the specialty of emergency medicine, enhancing their clinical skills, and assisting students to pay-down their medical school-related debt. Furthermore, appointing medical students as scribes is mutually beneficial to the ED by helping to cut down the lengthy wait times for patients and reduce the significantly high rates of emergency physician burnout. We conclude that hiring medical students as scribes in the ED is a potentially beneficial practice that merits further consideration and analysis.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Physician burnout, the feeling of emotional and physical fatigue from excessive work hours, has been on the rise for many years. (1) The rise in involvement of medical scribes in the healthcare field has decreased documentation time and assisted in lowering such physician burnout. (2) A medical scribe is a trained individual
whose role is to concurrently document pertinent medical information during a patient-physician encounter. (3) Due to limited scribing positions, it is more difficult for medical students to secure clinical placements when competing against scribes in certain departments, such as the Emergency Department (ED). (2) The erratic environment, high student interest, fast-paced acute setting, and limited availability of resources have rendered the ED one of the most sought-after fields to gain experience in. (4) This article reflects on what is gleaned from the literature to support the conclusion that hiring more medical students as medical scribes can assist in tackling the multiple concerns raised.

2 BENEFITS FOR MEDICAL STUDENTS

2.1 Financial Benefits

Medical students are facing a huge burden due to the cost of medical education over their academic and training years, and many graduate with overwhelming amounts of debt. (5,6) The anxiety of debt amongst medical students has an adverse effect on their overall wellbeing and academic performance. (7) Debt is correlated with poor academic performance, increased stress levels, and adverse effects on mental health. (7) Finances remain the second most common contribution to stress reported by medical students, right behind coursework. (7) It is crucial to mitigate the financial burden students carry to improve their wellbeing and success in medical school.

As medical record-keeping is shifting from paperwork to computers, scribing employment is growing across North America. (8) Hiring medical students as medical scribes presents an opportunity to ease the finance-related stress. Summer and part-time scribing jobs can allow medical students to earn income while balancing their rigorous coursework. (9) However, the responsibilities of the scribing job could also add to the preexisting stress from coursework. Scribing companies also seek out medical students requiring part-time employment because they have an increased chance of training success. (8) Moreover, medical students are likely to reduce the cost and time dedicated to scribe training because of their background and experience, thus benefiting the hiring companies. (9)

2.2 Increased Exposure to Emergency Medicine

Throughout their education, medical students require ample exposure to the emergency department, and yet, they have reported experiencing otherwise. (10,11) In a retrospective analysis, none of the 75 final-year medical students covered all the curriculum’s recommended training categories. (11) Many explained that they were insufficiently exposed to patients in the emergency room, which raises the concern that medical students are not receiving adequate exposure and training in the emergency department. (11) Hiring medical students as medical scribes enables them to strengthen their skillset and enhance the quality of care, while increasing medical student exposure to the emergency department. (12,13)

As part of developing their professional abilities, medical students must train in interprofessional collaboration, enhance their communication and organizational skills, and learn to recognize patterns. (12,13) Working as a scribe will allow students to achieve this while being actively involved in the day-to-day routine of an emergency department physician. (12) In contrast to observerships and shadowing experiences, students working as medical scribes are challenged to strategically summarize the details of the patient encounter. (12,14,15) This enables them to enhance their familiarity with medical terminology and standard procedures in the emergency room. (15) Additionally, the students will experience doctor-patient and doctor-family interactions that will increase their competency in history-taking and their communication skills. (14) Therefore, medical students will gain valuable insight into emergency medicine and understand how to think like a doctor. (12)

Medical students working as medical scribes in the emergency department will serve to benefit both the
students and the medical practices in which they work. As a result, this will increase medical students’ exposure to the emergency department and establish the reliability and confidence of the next generation of physicians.

3 | BENEFITS OF HAVING MEDICAL SCRIBES

3.1 | Increased Access to Medical Scribes

The use of medical scribes in hospitals has become increasingly popular over the last few years. According to the American College of Medical Scribe Specialists, the number of working medical scribes in the United States has increased from 20,000 in 2015 to a projected 100,000 by the end of 2020; roughly allowing 1 in every 9 physicians to have access to a medical scribe when practicing. (16) However, even with the drastic yearly increases in medical scribe employment, the vast majority of physicians still do not have access to a medical scribe. (16)

A major factor pertaining to why the use of medical scribes has not become ubiquitous within physician practice relates to a lack of desirability associated with medical scribing as a full-time vocation. It has been reported that medical scribes make roughly USD$15-25 per hour, work long hours, and work in an intense and stressful environment. (2,17) As such, the merits of a medical scribe job alone are often not enough to convince people to get the necessary training and commit to being a medical scribe long-term. For medical students, there are numerous subjective benefits that increase the desirability of being a medical scribe, although, it does not reduce the large rate of turnover associated with the scribing profession. (2,8)

Additionally, it has been shown that training medical students as medical scribes may be the most economically viable option. A study found that a comparison of 3 groups of students (medical students, pre-medical students, alternative background unrelated to medicine) showed medical students were the most efficient to complete the medical scribe training by a significant margin. (8)

3.2 | Reducing Emergency Department Wait Times

Studies have shown that ED overcrowding is widespread in most Canadian and American cities. (18) Lengthier wait times in the ED not only puts the patients’ health at risk, but it reduces patient satisfaction and leads to overcrowding in the emergency room. (19)

In a research study conducted by the Canadian Institute for Health Information (CIHI) it was demonstrated that, in 2018-2019, patients who visited the ED spent an average of 3-4 hours upon receiving their primary assessment. (20) However, 90% of these visits resulted in the patients spending up to 10.9 hours in total. (20) Hiring medical scribes in the emergency department enhances patient-physician interactions, increases patient satisfaction, allows for better distribution of administrative tasks, and improves workplace flow. (14)

According to Scribe America, medical scribes generate noteworthy improvements in doctors’ feedback and the accuracy of the medical charts. (21) This enables the physician to assess and treat more patients in less time and increases their productivity by up to 13%. (22,23) Furthermore, a direct correlation has been observed between the implementation of medical scribes and a reduction of clinical wait times.

Medical scribes play a significant role in improving patient experience by allowing for more valuable clinician interaction with patients and resulting in more accurate and organized patient records. (14) Thus, the implementation of medical students as medical scribes would considerably reduce the stress and workload of the fast-paced environment of the emergency department on physicians, while potentially reducing wait times.

3.3 | Relieving Overworked Emergency Care Physicians

The rise of clerical burden is a major driving force for the increased emergency department physician burnout rate. (24) Causal of this trend is the transition towards Electronic Medical Records (EMR), that can provide clinicians with flexibility at work but add to the continuous
number of hours of work past their shift. (24) The introduction of EMR without creating space to preserve the energy of those who manage the medical system leads to increased physician burnout, as well as a drop in both productivity and patient satisfaction. (24) EMR requires efficient navigating skills in addition to the other skills that physicians have to acquire proficiency in as a part of their training. (25) Moreover, EMR are prone to failure (system crash, errors at entry in medication lists, and examination findings) resulting in an additional stressor in the ED. (9,24) Many physicians have agreed that the integration of medical scribes into the medical team alleviates work stress as it allows them to focus on patient interaction and increases patient satisfaction. (12) With the decline in physicians’ energy, efficiency, and overall mental health, the introduction of medical scribes reduces the burden on physicians created by EMR documentation. (12,24)

When medical students are given the opportunity to aid physicians by scribing, they acquire the logic of medical decision-making due to the exposure to different scenarios and makes pattern recognition become second nature. (12) Furthermore, using EMR repetitively in medical practice allows medical students to recognize incidents of miscommunication and learn where mistakes can happen in order to prevent them in the future. (12) Medical student scribing also provides an opportunity for mentorship of students who will later lead the medical field, and through this relationship, students can learn effective patient-physician communication and build their clinical style. (12) Making use of medical student scribes is a measure of clinical care redesign that is mutually beneficial for both parties.

4 | CHALLENGES OF IMPLEMENTING SCRIBES IN THE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT

While healthcare systems are rapidly hiring scribes for licensed clinicians as a means of potentially decreasing physician burnout and patient documentation time, this can introduce certain complications to those aspiring to become successful MD candidates. (24,26) The main reason behind overcrowding in the ED is due to too many patients being admitted, and thus, scribing could potentially have a very little effect on the wait times.

Increasing prevalence of scribes in hospitals and private clinics might lead to the rise of overall competitiveness of medical school applications. (2,24) For instance, medical scribing in the US is quickly becoming the norm for many pre-medical applicants and is strongly suggested by various medical school admission committees. (2) To enroll as a scribe in the United States, students are required to either complete a minimum of 120 hours of clinical training or partake in 40-hour courses containing EMR modules. (2,26) Given those requirements, the majority of clinicians prefer hiring scribes who are going to be willing to work with them full-time for a minimum period of 6-12 months, which will present challenges to pre-medical and medical students due to lack of time, commitment, as well as inability to handle such hefty responsibilities while carrying out their primary role as a medical student. (2,9)

Additionally, most medical schools prefer choosing applicants who have strong exposure to medical and clinical settings prior to enrollment in their programs. (2,9) The increased exposure that some applicants will have with scribing experience may lead to higher expectations and admission barriers for future applicants. (2,9,24) Scribing would also emerge as a perceived benefit or even be considered as a “hidden pre-requisite” that can eventually blend in with medical school application. (2,9,24) It is important to prevent introducing unintended consequences of hiring students as scribes. It is not the goal to deter students from applying for scribe occupations, but to rather avoid unintentional consequences of scribing experience from evolving into a “hidden pre-requisite”. (2,9,24)

A pilot study showed that hospitals’ grants paid the scribes in Canada, whereas in the US, the scribes are paid by the physicians, although it may vary depending on location. (27) In other public scribing models, such as Australia, students reported that they benefited from the experience and complemented their medical school education. (28) Whereas the US-based scribing models
focus more on the financial aspect of benefits. (28) The benefits of scribes are transferable in both public and private healthcare systems; however, more research is needed to examine different scribing models and how they are funded. (27)

5 | CONCLUSION

Through this commentary, we reflect on what is gleaned from the literature to support the conclusion that hiring more medical students as medical scribes can assist in tackling long wait times in the ED and physician burnout. Although such initiatives can begin tackling these aforementioned concerns, a collaborative effort is required across faculties to implement scribing programs to ensure medical students can gain financial and educational benefits. Considering the diverse healthcare models and funding systems in different countries, this may prove to be a challenge to implement. Having said that, the benefits of supporting students financially, increasing exposure to the field of emergency medicine, supporting attending physicians, and decreasing patient wait times are all possibilities worth exploring with further studies and initiatives.
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